
Visitor Management

Touchless access. 
Workplace confidence.

Enroll and authenticate  
visitors and employees safely, 
securely and conveniently

Modern visitor and employee management systems not only 
need to be secure and convenient for visitors, they need 
to be safe as well, with as few shared physical touchpoints 
as possible. Biometrically powered solutions are ideal for 
any visitor or employee management provider struggling to 
meet these increasingly difficult requirements.

With Aware’s touchless, mobile biometric authentication 
solutions, visitor and employee management providers 
can use existing devices or kiosks to conduct biometric 
matching and liveness detection at check-in, providing 
a safe, secure and convenient user experience. Aware’s 
industry-leading facial and speaker recognition can be 
integrated directly into existing systems without the need 
for a replacement, saving time and money. Aware also 
provides multiple biometric modalities for its customers—
face, voice and iris—providing a great deal of flexibility and 
customization options without the need to shop around.
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Aware is a leading global provider of software products and solutions for biometric identification and authentication. They are used for variety of applications including financial 

services, enterprise security, border management, and law enforcement. Aware is a publicly held company (NASDAQ: AWRE) based in Bedford, Massachusetts.

Interested in learning more about Aware’s visitor management solution? 
Visit  www.aware.com/visitor-management/

Use Cases and Options

Features

Mobile app Mobile browser Desktop browser Kiosk

Onboarding

     with document verification

     with biometric search

Biometric authentication

Contactless Sign-In
Aware’s facial and voice recognition is entirely  

touchless, increasing visitor and employee safety by 

removing the need for touching shared devices and 

logbooks. Visitors can present their faces and voices 

without the touch of a button.

Frictionless User Experience
Get visitors and employees where they want to go 

quickly and easily. Aware’s password-free facial and 

voice biometric recognition allows for convenient, 

frictionless onboarding and authentication, reducing 

waiting time and improving social distancing.

Robust Security Measures
Be confident knowing who is visiting the office. Aware’s 

liveness detection provides advanced presentation 

attack detection algorithms for face and voice, 

detecting both victim impersonation and identity 

concealment. Liveness is also entirely passive, ensuring 

the user experience is not impacted negatively.

Existing System Integration
Aware’s mobile biometric frameworks can be  

integrated directly into an existing visitor or employee 

management system, providing market-leading 

biometric functionality without the need for a full 

system replacement and costly hardware upgrades.


